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Synopsis

A comparison between the effects of two colloidal stabilizing methods~electrostatic versus
Brownian! on the reversible shear thickening transition in concentrated colloidal suspensions
explored. Five suspensions of monodisperse silica are synthesized via the Sto¨ber synthesis and
dispersed in an index matched organic solvent to minimize van der Waals interactions. The resi
surface charge is neutralized with nitric acid (cHNO3

' 0.1 M! resulting in a near hard-sphere
interaction that is confirmed by small angle neutron scattering measurements across a rang
volume fractions. Rheological measurements demonstrate the effects of neutralization on the
shear and high shear rheology, which show that the onset of shear thickening moves to lo
applied shear stresses and scales inversely with particle size cubed, in agreement with th
Quantitative comparisons of both the low shear viscosity and the critical stress for shear thicken
to predictions for hard spheres and literature data demonstrate the extreme sensitivity of high s
rheology to the surface properties in concentrated suspensions. ©2001 The Society of Rheology.
@DOI: 10.1122/1.1392295#

I. INTRODUCTION

The hard-sphere potential is a favored base system for studies involving the therm
dynamics, microstructure, dynamics, and rheology of colloidal and molecular fluids b
cause it can be presented by a single parameter, the hard sphere radius. Beginning
Einstein’s analysis~1906! on the viscosity of infinitely dilute suspensions of rigid
spheres, many investigations have attempted to predict the rheology and diffusion
hard-sphere colloidal dispersions from first principles. Much of the effort has focused
extending theoretical models for dilute dispersions to concentrated dispersions of Brow
ian hard spheres@Frankel and Acrivos~1967!, Batchelor~1970!, Batchelor~1977!, Batch-
elor and Green~1972!, Jeffrey and Acrivos~1976!, Russel and Gast~1986!, Wagner and
Russel~1989!, Lionberger and Russel~1997!, Brady ~1993!, Brady and Morris~1997!#.
Commensurate with these theoretical developments, experimentalists have worked
ward developing real colloidal dispersions that approximate hard spheres@Krieger and
Dougherty~1959!, de Kruif et al. ~1985!, van der Werff and de Kruif~1989!, van der
Werff et al. ~1989!, Segre and Pusey~1997!, Wagner and Russel~1990!, Frith et al.
~1996!, Meekeret al. ~1997!#. Computational techniques that include many body hydro
dynamic interactions have also been developed to enable direct numerical calculatio
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1206 MARANZANO AND WAGNER
hard-sphere colloidal behavior@Brady and Bossis~1988!, Foss and Brady~2000!, Cathe-
rall et al. ~2000!, Melrose and Ball~1995!, Melrose and Ball~1997!#.

Rigorous testing of these theories and simulations requires extensive experimen
data for the microstructure and rheology of model hard-sphere dispersions. For th
purpose, a variety of synthesis strategies have been pursued to achieve model hard-sp
suspensions, which include suspensions of silica spheres with octadecyl alcohol graf
coatings dispersed in cyclohexane and other organic solvents@Wagneret al. ~1988!, van
der Werff and de Kruif~1989!, de Kruif et al. ~1985!, Rueb and Zukoski~1998!#. Some
investigators have employed silica coated with 3-~trimethoxysilyl! propyl methacrylate
~TPM! dispersed in index-matching tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol~THFFA! @Wagner and
Russel~1990!, Bender and Wagner~1995!, Maranzanoet al. ~2000!#. While others have
explored polymethylmetacrylate~PMMA! particles stabilized by a chemically grafted,
solvated layer of poly~12-hydroxystearic acid! ~PHSA! suspended in decalin, tetralin, and
other mixed solvents@Kaffashi et al. ~1997!, Meekeret al. ~1997!, Phanet al. ~1996!,
Frith et al. ~1996!#. Of particular interest here is the use of Sto¨ber silica dispersions
coated with TPM and dispersed in THFFA, which have been used previously to study t
shear thickening rheology of concentrated hard-sphere dispersions@Bender and Wagner
~1996!, OBrien and Mackay~2000!, Maranzano and Wagner~2001!#.

At high concentrations close to the maximum packing fraction, the surface-to-surfa
separation for colloidal spheres becomes on the order of nanometers or less, such
minor deviations from mathematical smoothness have enormous consequences on
rheology. Surface asperities, roughness, chemical inhomogeneity, dangling ends of po
mers on polymer colloids, grafted polymer heterogeneities, polydispersity, particle shap
and residual surface charge create noticeable deviations from mathematical hard sph
when particles are either in contact or nearly touching. Deviations are particularly pr
nounced at high shear rates where shear thickening is predicted to occur. True, ma
ematical hard spheres are expected to ‘‘jam’’ and solidify under very strong flow at hig
concentrations@Farr et al. ~1997!#, whereas even the slightest deviations from the math-
ematically hard-sphere potential lead to systems that exhibit a weak shear thicken
where the viscosity increases logarithmically with shear rate@Bossis and Brady~1989!,
Brady and Morris~1997!, Foss and Brady~2000!, Dratler and Schowater~1996!, Melrose
and Ball ~1995!, Wilson and Davis~2000!#. As has been recently illustrated by the
approximate Stokesian dynamics calculations of Melrose@Melrose et al. ~1996!#, the
presence of a conservative force due to adsorbed or grafted polymer has a dram
influence on the shear thickening rheology. The effect of an added conservative force
to increase the stress required for shear thickening and prevent the ‘‘jamming transition
whereas modification of the lubrication hydrodynamics due to solvent penetration in
the polymer brush leads to dramatic enhancement of the viscosity in the shear thicken
state. To date there have been no definite experimental verifications of these predictio

Here, we explore the dependence of the shear thickening rheology and the critic
stress for the onset of shear thickening on dispersion concentration and particle size
nearly monodisperse, near hard-sphere suspensions. The suspensions are derived b
moving the residual surface charge from weakly electrostatic stabilized, near hard-sph
dispersions that have been extensively studied in a previous publication@Maranzano and
Wagner~2001!#. Comparisons of neutron scattering and electrophoretic mobility mea
surements before and after the acidification verify the hard-sphere interactions of t
‘‘charge-neutralized’’ dispersions. Rheology measurements demonstrate the accompa
ing change in the low and high shear viscosities, and are used to test model predictio
for hard spheres.
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1207REVERSIBLE SHEAR THICKENING
II. METHODOLOGY

A detailed discussion of the particle synthesis and dispersion characterization is p
sented in@Maranzano and Wagner~2001!#, so only a brief description is presented here.
A set of chemically analogous dispersions are prepared via the Sto¨ber synthesis@Philipse
and Vrij ~1988!, van Blaaderen and Vrij~1993!#, where seeded growth is used to vary
particle size. The reaction is terminated by adding a stoichiometric quantity of a sila
coupling agent, TPM, which eliminates most~ . 98%!, but not all, of the surface silanol
groups@Maranzanoet al. ~2000!, Philipse and Vrij~1988!#. The particles are resuspended
in an index matched organic solvent, tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol~reagent grade Aldrich
r 5 1.054 g/cm3, nD

20 5 1.4512,m 5 5.44 cP!, by repetitive centrifugation and sus-
pending. The matching of the refractive indices minimizes the attractive dispersi
forces, such that the resulting suspensions are weakly charge stabilized and can be
sidered near hard-sphere dispersions.

In this work, the remaining unreacted silanol groups are reassociated by adding aq
ous nitric acid~Fisher Scientific, normality5 15.8! as suggested by Philipse@Philipse
and Vrij ~1988!#. Measurements on dilute dispersions in THFFA using a Brookhave
Zeta-PALS instrument are used to determine the necessary nitric acid concentrat
which ranges from a solvent molarity of 0.066–0.15 M HNO3 and varies systematically
with the measured zeta potential of the original particles.

Characterization of the dispersions is performed through a variety of experimen
techniques. The particle size distributions are determined and verified through transm
sion electron microscopy~TEM!, dynamic light scattering~DLS!, and, when applicable,
small angle neutron scattering~SANS! measurements, which also demonstrates that th
particles are spherical. The particle densities are measured from solution densitom
and dilution viscometry experiments. Solution densitometry measures the SiO2 density,
whereas dilution viscometry estimates the density based on the hydrodynamic size of
particles. Volume fractions are calculated from drying experiments, where the densit
from solution densitometry are used to convert the weight fractions to volume fraction
Further details of the particle characterization are discussed elsewhere@Maranzano and
Wagner~2001!#.

Small angle neutron scattering measurements performed on the charge-neutral
dispersions are compared with measurements on the original dispersions to demons
the elimination of electrostatic interactions. The scattering data is obtained at the Natio
Institute of Standards and Technology in Gaithersburg, MD on a 30 m SANS instrume
using thermal neutrons with a 6 Åwavelength and 14.7% half-width triangular dispersity
at a sample to detector distance of 12 m, using 1 mm sandwich cells. The measu
intensities are reduced and put on an absolute scale following standard procedures.

The equation relating the measured scattering intensityI (q) to the suspension micro-
structure is given in the following equation:

I~q! 5 fVpDr2P~q!S~q!. ~1!

In this equation,f is the volume fraction,Vp is the volume of a particle,Dr is the
scattering length density difference between the solvent~THFFA! and the particle,P(q)
is the form factor, andS(q) is the structure factor. For polydisperse suspensions, the for
factor and structure factor corresponding to the appropriate distribution is to be calcula
for use in Eq.~1! @Wagneret al. ~1991!#. Maranzano and co-workers~2000! have dem-
onstrated that the residual silanol groups that remain after coating the silica dispersi
with the silane coupling agent~TPM!, provide a weak, but measurable electrostatic in-
teraction between the particles. They found that SANS spectra of these concentra
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1208 MARANZANO AND WAGNER
dispersions cannot be fit with hard sphere models, but are well described by a Yuka
model that includes the electrostatic interactions. In the analysis here, the form fac
scattering is calculated for a Schulz distribution of homogeneous spheres, with a po
dispersity determined from TEM measurements, and a particle radius adjusted to o
mize the fit. The structure factor is calculated using the Percus–Yevick integral equati
for polydisperse hard spheres following a Schulz distribution@Griffith et al. ~1987!#,
where the volume fraction is calculated from the measured solids weight fraction b
using the particle density derived from solution densitometry.

The rheological measurements are conducted on a Bohlin controlled stress rheome
The rheometer has a torque range of 0.001–10 mN m with a torque resolution of 0.00
mN m and an angular deflection resolution of 1.6mrad. The data reported here are
produced with: 20 mm 4°, and 20 mm 1° cone and plates. A study of these dispersio
without the addition of nitric acid@Maranzano and Wagner~2001!# employed additional
cone and plates and couette geometries, as well as an RMS 800 strain rate contro
rheometer, to verify that the dispersion rheology is not dependent on the tooling
geometry.

Previous investigations on concentrated dispersions have shown that shear history
a profound impact on experimental data@Chow and Zukoski~1995!#. Therefore, the
following protocol is strictly adhered to for all measurements.

~1! A 3 min stress ramp from 0.1 to 4700 Pa to remove shear history effects.
~2! A 2 min creep experiment at a shear stress corresponding to a shear rate of 121

followed by 30 s recovery.
~3! A stress sweep from 0.5 to 4700 Pa obtaining 20 logarithmically spaced points. T

sample was allowed to equilibrate for 10 s before each stress measurement follow
by averaging the viscosity response for 20 s. Note: The maximum stress for dilu
suspensions was dictated by a maximum achievable shear rate before the sam
fractured.

~4! A stress sweep from 0.06 to 10 Pa with 1 min equilibration and 2 min averaging.
~5! A stress sweep near the critical shear stress collecting 30 points with 10 s equilib

tion and 20 s averaging.
~6! A frequency sweep from 0.1 to 100 Hz at 1% strain.
~7! A 2 min creep experiment at a shear stress corresponding to a shear rate of 121

followed by 30 s recovery.

Data sets that exhibit substantial differences between the first and last creep exp
ments, which are thought to be due to drying effects, are rejected and a new sampl
tested.

The zero shear viscosity data are used to assess the effective volume fraction chan
between the charge-neutralized and original dispersions. The apparent zero shear vis
ity of the unneutralized dispersions are determined by fitting the low shear viscosity da
to a constitutive relation for a power-law shear thinning fluid with a yield stress@Maran-
zano and Wagner~2001!#. Contrarily, rheology measurements on hard sphere suspensio
exhibit a low-shear Newtonian plateau, and thus the zero shear viscosities of the char
neutralized dispersions are calculated by averaging the measured low shear viscosi
The zero shear viscosity dta is fit to a Krieger–Dougherty~1959! relation, h r 5 (1
2f/fmax)

22.5fmax, using the maximum packing fraction,fmax, as an adjustable param-
eter. The effective volume fraction is then estimated by comparing the maximum packi
fraction of the suspensions to the packing fraction where the viscosity diverges for ha
spheres (f 5 0.58).
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1209REVERSIBLE SHEAR THICKENING
The transition to the shear thickening regime for very small particle sizes can occu
high shear rates, where the onset of secondary flows is a concern. We model the sec
ary flow effects for each tooling using rheological data from Newtonian silicone oils
discussed in detail by Maranzano and Wagner~2001!. The critical stress values at the
onset of shear thickening are extracted from fitting a double log plot of the flow curv
with a quadratic polynomial. The minimum of the fit gives the critical stress,tc , and
critical viscosity,hc .

III. SCALING THEORY FOR SHEAR THICKENING

The onset of reversible shear thickening in colloidal dispersions is predicted to oc
when the compressive hydrodynamic force between two particles in the suspension
comes larger than the total repulsive force between particles, leading to the formatio
a hydroclustered state. The hydroclustered state manifests itself as strong, hydrodyn
contributions to the viscosity that can, at high volume fractions, lead to slip and sam
fracture @Bossis and Brady~1989!, D’Haeneet al. ~1993!, Bender and Wagner~1996!,
OBrien and Mackay~2000!#. Based on this mechanism, a simple two-particle model ha
been proposed to predict the onset of shear thickening for Brownian hard spheres
pensions@Bender and Wagner~1996!#. A dimensionless shear stress for the onset of she
thickening, denoted as the ‘‘critical’’ shear stress, is defined by the ratio of the lubricat
hydrodynamic force, with a mean-field correction for the suspension viscosity, to
Brownian force@Eq. ~2!#:

tcr
Br 5

Fhydrodynamic~tc!

FBrownian
5

3pma3ġc/2h

2kBT] ln g~r!/]rur 5 2a1h
Shc

m D
5

3ptca
3/2h

2kBT] ln g~r!/]rur 5 2a1h
. ~2!

Here,a is the particle radius,h is the separation distance between particle surfaces, whi
is approximated byh/2a 5 (f/0.71)21/321, g(r ) is the equilibrium pair distribution
function as a function of center to center separation distance (r ), and the quantities,tc ,
ġc , and hc are the shear stress, shear rate, and viscosity, respectively, at the ons
reversible shear thickening.

As reported by Maranzano and Wagner@Maranzano and Wagner~2001!# for the un-
neutralized dispersions~i.e., weakly charge stabilized!, a similar scaling, where electro-
static repulsion replaces the Brownian repulsion, partially reduces the measured cri
stress for shear thickening across a series of dispersions of varying particle size
concentration. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that a quantitative prediction fo
onset of shear thickening is possible with a model first proposed by Melrose and B
@Melrose and Ball~2000!#. This model includes a comparison of time required for the
conservative forces to separate a particle pair relative to the time scale of the flow,
hypothesizes they are equal at the onset of shear thickening. When modified wit
mean-field correction to account for the many-body hydrodynamic interactions in
concentrated dispersion, this balance results in the following reduced critical stress
shear thickening of a hard-sphere colloidal dispersion

tcr
M 5

3ptca
3/2hm

2kBT]2 ln g~r!/]r2ur 5 2a1hm

. ~3!
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1210 MARANZANO AND WAGNER
In the earlier equation, the characteristic surface-to-surface separation distance,hm , is
obtained from a balance of the applied shear stress and the repulsive Brownian for

tc4a2 5 2kBT
]ln g~r!

]r
U
r 5 2a1hm

. ~4!

A derivation of this equation can be found in Melrose and Ball~2000!, and Maranzano
and Wagner~2001!, where the Brownian force is used as the repulsive force. This tw
particle model provides an estimate of the shear stress required to generate the inc
hydroclustered microstructure from the properties of the dispersion.

IV. RESULTS

First, it is important to establish the degree to which acidification of the coated d
persions in index-matching solvent leads to hard-sphere like behavior. Figure 1 illustr
the change in zeta potential and electrophoretic mobility with decreasingpH due to
addition of nitric acid.

The Brookhaven Zeta-PALS can accurately resolve particle mobilities as low
; 0.01 ~mm/s!/~V/cm!, which translates to zeta potentials of; 7 mV for the solutions

considered here. Figure 1 demonstrates that the electrophoretic mobility of the HS
dispersion becomes smaller than the instrument limits at 5 mM HNO3, and is less than
measurement error for all but the highly charged dispersions~HS150 and HS600! at 10
mM HNO3. From these measurements we estimate the necessary concentratio
HNO3 to neutralize the residual surface charges, and find that the concentrations r
from 0.066 to 0.15 M as summarized in Table I. This table also summarizes the par
characterization, which includes radius~a!, aspect ratio (a/b), rotational diffusivity
(Q0), density (r), zeta potential (z), Huggins coefficient (kH), relative double layer
thickness (ka), maximum packing fraction (fmax), and calculated deviation in radius
based onfmax 5 0.58 (Dr ).

FIG. 1. Zeta potentials and electrophoretic mobilities as a function of the concentration of nitric acid for
various dispersions studied in this investigation.
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1211REVERSIBLE SHEAR THICKENING
Philipse and Vrij~1998! reported the elimination of electrophoretic mobilities of simi
lar particles suspended in ethanol and ethanol-toluene mixtures with the addition of 0
M HNO3. The discrepancy between our measurements and Philipse and Vrij may be
to the difference in the dissociation constant of the surface silanol groups in the
different solvents, or the enhanced resolution of the zeta-PALS instrument used in
study. For reference, bare silica dispersions dispersed in water exhibit an isoelectric
at pH ' 2 @Iler ~1955!#, which corresponds to 0.01 M HNO3 in water. One consequence
of adding aqueous nitric acid is the inclusion of water accompanying the nitric acid.
a result of adding aqueous nitric acid, we estimate that the dispersion solvent con
approximately 0.2 M water. Electrorheological investigations of silica in organic solve
have demonstrated the consequences of residual water in enhancing surface silan
sociation @Gast and Zukoski~1989!#. Indeed, the zeta potential of our dispersions
observed to progress through the isoelectric point and change sign with the additio
water~ ; 2 M! for a given acid molarity of 0.05 M. For this reason, the composition
the solvent, with respect to water, is held constant.

Figure 2 displays the SANS spectra measured on the charge-neutralized HS75 d
sions. The parameters used in the theoretical fits are given in Table II. The pred
scattering spectra for polydisperse hard spheres (a 5 35.5 nm,sp 5 9.8%) are seen to
fit the data very well across the concentration series, which conforms the hard-sp
interactions. Note that in the theoretical calculation of the structure factor, the par
size, polydispersity, and volume fraction are independently determined. The scatte
length density difference determined from the linear dependence of the forward scatt
intensity with particle concentration yieldsuDru 5 3.031010 cm22, which is in reason-
able agreement with the previous reported result of 2.831010 cm22 @Maranzanoet al.
~2000!#. We also note that SANS data collected during shear in both tangential and ra
geometries confirm that the suspensions remain liquid-like and that no order-diso
transition@Launet al. ~1992!, Hoffmann~1972!# accompanies the reversible shear thick
ening transition@Maranzano~2001!#.

The effect of added acid is evident in Fig. 3, which compares the scattering betw
the original and charge-neutralized dispersions at two similar volume fractions. B
scattering curves for the charge-neutralized dispersions show much less structure~smaller
primary peaks! than the corresponding scattering curves from the original dispersio

TABLE I. Particle characterization summary.

HS75 HS150 HS300 HS600 HS1000

aTEM ~nm! 7567.3 167.3614.8 302.0626.2 608.6680.8 656.4664.3
aDLS ~nm! 88.860.8 177.864.1 330.7619.5 633.16114.4 845.56184.8
aSANS ~nm! 71.067.0 162.0614.3 318.0616.7
a/b 1.0760.06 1.0460.03 1.0360.02 1.0460.1 1.0360.04
Q0 ~s21! 2100.561.0 22.9467.6 2.92614.1 60.465.9 8.2668.6
rSiO2

(g/cm3) 1.7060.01 1.9060.01 1.8260.01 1.8560.01 1.7660.04
rparticle ~g/cm3! 1.4560.02 2.1660.02 1.8260.08 1.8760.13 1.7760.10
z ~mV! 242.664.7 272.165.3 242.367.5 292.7613.1 268.266.5
kH 3.7861.24 2.2861.24 0.6160.93 1.1862.46 3.661.24
ka(f 5 0.5) 13.261.3 28.562.5 4.1763.62 87.1611.6 89.968.8
fmax 0.38 0.38 0.46 0.52 0.51

cHNO3
~mM! 66 110 100 150 110

fmax 0.48 0.45 0.54 0.58 0.52
Dr ~nm! 2.5 7.9 3.5 0 12
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1212 MARANZANO AND WAGNER
This is particularly evident around a volume fraction of 0.3, where the weakly charge
dispersion shows a substantial first peak. However, the nearest neighbor correlation p
is suppressed for the dispersion with 0.066 M HNO3. The decrease in the amount of
structure in the scattering upon addition of HNO3 is due to the neutralization of the
electrostatic interactions that are present in the weakly charged dispersions.

From the electrophoretic mobility and SANS measurements we conclude that the
dispersions are described by a hard-sphere potential to within state-of-the-art meas
ment accuracy. Note, however, that these silica dispersions do not exhibit the hard-sph
fluid-crystal transition evident for PMMA dispersions@Ackerson and Pusey~1988!, Phan
et al. ~1996!#. The reason for the loss of the weak first order phase transitions in the silic
dispersions may be related to their density mismatch.

The sensitivity of the zero shear viscosity to interparticle interactions also provide
evidence for the near hard sphere behavior of the charge-neutralized dispersions. Fig
4 displays the zero shear viscosities of the original and charge-neutralized dispersi

FIG. 2. SANS spectra for the HS75 dispersion with 0.066 M HNO3 at several concentrations~symbols!
compared to the calculated scattering intensities for polydisperse suspensions of hard spheres (a 5 35.5 nm,
sp 5 9.8%) ~lines!. The data have been offset for clarity.

TABLE II. Dispersion parameters used in SANS fits in Fig. 2.

f a ~nm! sa ~nm! I (0) ~cm21!

0.019 35.5 3.5 2200
0.097 35.5 3.5 19 000
0.19 35.5 3.5 26 000
0.29 35.5 3.5 46 000
0.43 35.5 3.5 76 000
0.49 35.5 3.5 48 000
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plotted against volume fraction normalized by the maximum packing volume fraction fo
each dispersion, which are listed in Table I. The data follow the Krieger and Doughert
~1959! relation h r 5 (12f/fmax)

22.5fmax, with fmax 5 0.58, as expected for near
hard spheres.

FIG. 3. SANS data comparison between the HS75 dispersion with 0.066 M HNO3 ~filled symbols! compared
to the same dispersions with 0 M HNO3 ~open symbols!. The data have been offset for clarity.

FIG. 4. Comparison of zero shear viscosity data between the HS75 dispersions with 0.066 M HNO3 ~filled
symbols! and 0 M HNO3 ~open symbols! plotted against the volume fraction normalized by the maximum
packing volume fraction.fmaxvalues are listed in Table I. The line is the Krieger–Dougherty equation@Krieger
and Dougherty~1959!#.
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1214 MARANZANO AND WAGNER
As expected, the maximum packing fractions of the charge-neutralized dispersions
greater than those of the weakly charged dispersions because the added electro
repulsion increases the effective size of the latter dispersions. Wagner and co-work
~1991! have shown that the effective particle size of charged particles can be estimated
the hard-core radius plus a characteristic distance due to the electrostatic repulsion, w
they take as a multiple of the Debye length. Maranzano and Wagner~2001! have dem-
onstrated that this approach provides a reasonable estimate for the effective size o
original dispersions, and further that the increase in radius of the particle correspond
where the electrostatic potential decays to' 1 kBT. However, since no measurable
electrostatic interactions are present on the charge-neutralized dispersions, the sma
crease in maximum packing relative to the hard-sphere value of 0.58 may be attribute
short range~i.e., ; nanometers! surface forces. These forces could arise from roughnes
or inhomogeneities in the TPM coating, or adsorbed water and ions from the acid use
neutralize the residual surface charge. Calculations for the necessary increase in radiiDr
~Table I! required to yield a maximum packing fraction of 0.58 show them to be com
parable to or less than the breadth of the size distribution~a few percent of the particle
size!. Further, these derivatives infmax may result from calculating the volume fraction
directly from the measured particle densities as determined from high precision solut
densitometry. Previous investigations have generallyfit their volume fractions to obtain
hard sphere intrinsic viscosities@de Kruif et al. ~1985!# or to mimic the predicted phase
behavior of hard spheres@Ackerson and Pusey~1988!, Phanet al. ~1996!#. Despite such
adjustments, recent high-frequency modulus measurements on crystallized PMM
PHSA systems exhibit deviations from expected hard sphere behavior@Phan et al.
~1999!#. Consequently, to within the precision of our measurements and the paucidisp
sity of our particles, we cannot unequivocally determine the nature of such short-ran
forces, if any, that influence the zero shear viscosities.

Figures 5 and 6 compare flow curves for both dispersions at equal particle concen
tions. Upon charge neutralization the low shear rheology changes qualitatively an
Newtonian low-shear plateau is evident in Fig. 5. This illustrates the extreme sensitiv
of the low shear viscosity in concentrated dispersions to relatively weak, short-ran
electrostatic forces. The high shear rheology of the dispersions are also significa
altered by neutralization of the residual surface charge as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6

The shear thickening in both dispersions is observed to be reversible, with hystere
evident only at low applied stresses and at the highest particle concentrations for
charge-neutralized dispersions. The small hysteresis in the charge-neutralized dispers
is attributed to weak attractive forces, possibly arising from van der Waals force and
hydrophobic forces. The former are known to be present due to the slight turbidity in t
samples. The samples are observed to recover to their presheared viscosity and ex
very reproducible rheology. For clarity, Figs. 5 and 6 show only the viscosities measu
from high to low shear stress.

Observe from Fig. 5 that the critical stress values are lower for the charge-neutraliz
dispersions (tc ' 170 Pa! than for the charged dispersions (tc ' 750 Pa!. This is ex-
pected given that the magnitude of the electrostatic repulsive force acting between
particles at these concentrations is calculated to be approximately 7kBT/a, whereas the
Brownian force is only about half of that (uFBrownianu ' 3 kBT/a) at the same concen-
trations. The reduction in the repulsive force upon neutralization decreases the sh
stress required to generate hydroclusters and therefore, shear thickening is observe
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occur at lower stresses. This result is qualitatively in agreement with the simulat
predictions of Melrose and co-workers@Melroseet al. ~1996!, Catherallet al. ~2000!#,
who demonstrated that the addition of a conservative repulsive force~without any modi-
fication of the lubrication stresses! suppresses the onset of shear thickening.

FIG. 5. Comparison of viscosity data between the HS75 dispersions with 0.066 M HNO3 ~filled symbols! and
0 M HNO3 ~open symbols! plotted against applied shear stress.

FIG. 6. Comparison of viscosity data between the HS600 dispersions with 0.066 M HNO3 ~filled symbols! and
0 M HNO3 ~open symbols! plotted against applied shear rate.
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1216 MARANZANO AND WAGNER
There is a qualitative difference in the viscosity in the shear thickened state betw
the two types of dispersions. Figure 6 shows a plot of the viscosity plotted against s
rate for the charge-neutralized and original dispersions. Note that the viscosity for
original dispersions increases more sharply at the shear thickening transition, wherea
viscosity response of the charge-neutralized dispersions increases more gradually
shear thickening. This behavior is consistent with the observation that lowering the
ume fraction leads to a more gradual shear thickening transition; charge neutraliz
lowers the effective volume fraction, which quantitatively leads to the same behav
Also observed that the viscosity of the charge-neutralized dispersions at shear str
several magnitudes past the critical shear thickening stress begins to plateau, which
be due to extensive slip@Maranzano and Wagner~2001!#.

The critical stresses for shear thickening are plotted for all of the charge-neutral
dispersions as a function of volume fraction in Fig. 7. The critical stress values spa
decades and systematically increase with decreasing particle size, as is expected fro
scaling Eq.~2!. Also observe that the critical stress is relatively insensitive to the volum
fraction, whereas a plot of the critical shear rate~not shown here! is not. This behavior is
consistent with the mean-field approximation proposed by Bender and Wagner~1996! in
deriving their scaling relation.

It has been shown by both simulation and experiment@Brady and Bossis~1988!,
D’Haeneet al. ~1993!, Laun et al. ~1992!, Foss and Brady~2000!, Bender and Wagner
~1996!, Melrose et al. ~1996!, OBrien and Mackay~2000!, Maranzano and Wagner
~2001!, Newsteinet al. ~1999!# that shear thickening is a consequence of increased
drodynamic interactions that accompany the formation of a correlated microstruc
denoted as ‘‘hydroclustered.’’ The dominance of the lubrication hydrodynamic for
over stabilizing forces marks the onset of this microstructure formation. Simply con
ering the forces involved to be hydrodynamic and Brownian, and further estimating
values at the average surface-to-surface separation distance leads to the balance g

FIG. 7. Critical stress for shear thickening determined from a double logarithmic plot as a function of volu
fraction for the various charge-neutralized dispersions.
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1217REVERSIBLE SHEAR THICKENING
Eq. ~2! above. The dimensionless critical stresses for all the charge-neutralized disp
sions of varying particle size are plotted as a function of volume fraction in Fig. 8.

As seen by comparing Figs. 8 and 7, scaling the critical stress according to Eq.~2!
collapses the data for dispersions of different particle sizes. There is no systematic va
tion in the reduced critical stress with particle size, demonstrating that thea3 scaling is
appropriate for Brownian dispersions. However, the average dimensionless stress~ ' 20!
is not order one as expected, which may be a consequence of assuming the ave
separation distance between particles in calculating the Brownian force. A compara
plot for the electrostatically stabilized dispersions@see Fig. 13 in Maranzano and Wagner
~2001!# failed to reduce the critical stresses.

A dimensionless critical stress plot using the modified Melrose and Ball~2000! model
is not possible because the approximate criteria for the separation distance@Eq. ~4!#
cannot be satisfied. Instead, it is found that the compressive force at the onset of sh
thickening is slightly larger than the maximum force obtainable solely from Brownian
motion. This may be a consequence of the approximations underlying Eq.~4!, or possi-
bly, additional short range stabilizing forces that are not detected by electrophore
mobility measurements or SANS. Nonetheless, the theory can be usedpredictivelyby
solving simultaneously for both the stress required to balance the Brownian force in E
~4! and simultaneously, that required to satisfy the kinetic constraint@i.e., settingtcr

M

5 1 in Eq.~3!#. These predicted values are cross plotted against the measured value
Fig. 9. The correlation between the two data sets is good~0.993!, but differs by a
constraint proportionality of 1/2. This can easily be attributed to the neglect of order on
constants in the scaling law. The results of the predictive model in addition to thea23

scaling strongly supports the Brownian motion as the dominant repulsive force stabilizi
the particles.

On the contrary, the original dispersions@Maranzano and Wagner~2001!# and other
charge-stabilized dispersions@Boersmaet al. ~1990!# show ana22 scaling that results

FIG. 8. Dimensionless critical stress for shear thickening proposed by Bender and Wagner as a function
volume fraction for the various charge-neutralized dispersions.
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1218 MARANZANO AND WAGNER
when surface forces are the dominant stabilization mechanism. This is consistent with t
fact that surface forces scale with the surface area, whereas Brownian forces scale w
the particle volume. The consequence of this is that previous attempts to correlate sh
thickening with particle size across wide variations in particle type have been less su
cessful@Barnes~1989!#.

Previous rheological measurements on model, hard-sphere dispersions by de Kruif a
co-workers~1985! did not exhibit shear thickening over the range of shear rates and
volume fractions investigated. Their systems are stabilized by grafted oligomers~octade-
canol! and are dispersed in a good solvent for the coating~cyclohexane!. However, Frith
and co-workers~1996! observed shear thickening in systems with similar grafted layers
in other solvents. To demonstrate the differences in de Kruif’s rheology data with ours o
the reversible shear thickening transition, Figs. 10 and 11 show two plots of our da
using the procedure they employed to collapse their data. The characteristic stress,sc ,
used to nondimensionalize the applied shear stress and the high shear limiting viscos
~which could not be measured due to the shear thickening! is taken from their work,
whereas our measured zero shear viscosity is used. The scaling does an acceptable jo
collapsing the data in the shear thinning region, but the value ofsc is too large by a
factor of ; 3 to bring our data in line with theirs. Comparison with their reported data
shows that their measurements ended in the vicinity of the critical stress for shear thic
ening (tc /sc ; 4). Thus, it is not evident if their grafted octadecyl layer alters the shear
thickening behavior, as would be expected from the predictions of Melrose and Ba
@Melrose and Ball~2000!#.

On the contrary, the PMMA–PHSA systems by Frithet al. ~1996! do exhibit shear
thickening similar to that observed here. Furthermore, as they collapse the swollen lay
by changing solvent quality, their scaling for shear thickening changes fromġc } a22 to

FIG. 9. The critical stress for shear thickeningpredictedfrom Eqs.~4! and ~3! plotted against the measured
critical stress for shear thickening for the charge-neutralized dispersions. The correlation coefficient between
two sets of data is 0.993.
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ġ } a23. The a22 scaling is expected when surface forces dominate, as shown by
Boersma@Boersmaet al. ~1990!#. Thus, although the PMMA–PHSA system can be used
to study hard-sphere phase behavior by suitable rescaling of the particle size to accou
for the swollen adsorbed polymer layer, the high shear rheological behavior is demon

FIG. 10. Dimensionless viscosity plotted against stress scaled by the characteristic stress (sc) of de Kruif et al.
for the HS75 dispersion.

FIG. 11. Dimensionless viscosity plotted against stress scaled by the characteristic stress of de Kruifet al. for
the HS600 dispersion.
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1220 MARANZANO AND WAGNER
strated to be very sensitive to the nature of the stabilizing layer. This is in qualitati
agreement to the simulation results of Melroseet al. ~1996!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The addition of a small amount of nitric acid (cHNO3
' 0.1 M! to a dispersion of

TPM coated silica in an index matched organic solvent~THFFA! is sufficient to suppress
the electrophoretic mobility and lead to paucidisperse hard-sphere SANS spectra.
charge-neutralized dispersions exhibit rheology consistent with that predicted for h
spheres. Comparison between charge-neutralized and electrostatically stabilized dis
sions qualitatively validates model predictions that additional, conservative forces ac
suppress the onset of shear thickening in concentrated, stable dispersions. The cr
stress for the onset of reversible shear thickening for the hard-sphere dispersions is sh
to scale with the inverse particle size cubed, which is in agreement with predictions
hard spheres. Comparison to previous data in the literature for hard-sphere systems
larger, grafted stabilizers in good solvent suggest that the high shear rheology of collo
dispersions is extremely sensitive to the detailed, short range forces acting betw
particles. This sensitivity is consistent with the formation of hydroclusters and the dom
nance of short-range lubrication forces in the shear thickened state. Finally, to within
accuracy of the approximations in the modeling, the data here support the simple, tw
particle model for the onset of shear thickening as the incipient stress-induced format
of long-lived, correlated density fluctuations.
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